Framing disinformation through legislation: Evidence from policy proposals in Brazil

This article analyzes 62 bills introduced in the Brazilian Chamber of Deputies between 2019–2022 to understand how legislators frame disinformation into different problems and their respective solutions. The timeframe coincides with the administration of right-wing President Jair Bolsonaro. The study shows a tendency from legislators of parties opposed to Bolsonaro to attempt to criminalize the creation and spread of health-related and government-led disinformation. This trend is explained by the Brazilian polarized democracy in a moment of crisis with the COVID-19 pandemic.
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Research questions
• What common disinformation problems do legislators try to solve?
• How do legislators try to solve the disinformation problems they identify?
• How do the disinformation problems relate to legislators’ proposed solutions?
• Does party affiliation interfere with the legislators’ preferred solutions to disinformation problems?

Research note summary
• This study examined 62 disinformation bills proposed by Brazilian legislators during the administration of right-wing politician Jair Bolsonaro (2019–2022). Bills were coded qualitatively following Entman’s (1993) framing approach according to the legislators’ problem definition and treatment recommendation.
• Results showed that most Brazilian legislators propose disinformation bills without specifying exactly what disinformation-related problem they are trying to tackle.
• Still, during the Bolsonaro administration and the COVID-19 pandemic, there was a proliferation of disinformation bills related to health issues, elections, and government-sponsored misleading information.
• Brazilian legislators also proposed defamation and hate speech bills justifying their importance under the claim of fighting disinformation.
Framing disinformation through legislation

Criminalization was the most common treatment recommendation proposed by lawmakers for disinformation problems, especially those related to health, defamation and hate speech, and government-led disinformation. Legislators from parties opposing the Bolsonaro administration were responsible for most of the bills proposing criminalizing solutions, especially trying to tackle government-led disinformation and health disinformation.

The second most common remedy was platform regulation initiatives, a treatment that was usually proposed to tackle the problem of general disinformation. Such a treatment was mostly proposed by lawmakers from parties neutral to or aligned with Bolsonaro.

Legislators from parties aligned with the Bolsonaro administration did not identify government-led disinformation as a problem.

How legislators frame disinformation problems and their solutions is tightly connected with the struggle for truth and authority under polarized democracies.

Implications

The way politicians frame disinformation has a real-world impact: It affects the policies they create. Farkas and Schou (2018) demonstrate that fake news is a discursive signifier mobilized as part of political struggles to make certain agendas hegemonic. Under such understanding, different conceptions of fake news articulate political battlegrounds over reality. As Marda and Milan (2018) explain, fake news may be understood as “a battle of and over narratives” (p. 3). When politicians propose regulatory texts about disinformation, they make specific assumptions about what the problem is and how to solve it. How a lawmaker attributes meaning to disinformation follows their own ideology and worldview. Thus, political struggles around disinformation are embedded in seemingly neutral policy documents.

Regulation and policymaking are communicative processes (Popiel, 2020). Policy discourses and texts not only express strategic legislators’ goals. They foster specific ideological projects and are a site of contestation and conflict (Popiel, 2020; Lentz, 2011). The specific terms used in regulatory documents such as bills are employed strategically to define the contours of an issue (Napoli & Caplan, 2017). In the Brazilian Chamber of Deputies, disinformation bills are immersed in contrasting political agendas. As this study shows, legislators are framing disinformation problems and proposing treatments in their bills in ways that further political polarization instead of working to reduce it.

Misinformation is defined as false or inaccurate information shared without the intention to cause harm, while disinformation refers to false or inaccurate information shared with the intent to mislead (Bennett & Livingston, 2020; Epstein, 2020; Wardle & Derakhshan, 2017). In Portuguese, however, there is no widely used word for “misinformation.” In Brazil, the term desinformação refers to both intentional and unintentional inaccuracies and falsehoods.

Most Brazilian lawmakers do not clearly define disinformation in their bills. In their policy documents, disinformation is a signifier, a term that adapts to whatever their interpreters ascribe to it. Thus, the term is used by fundamentally different political projects that promote both antagonism among lawmakers and political conflicts (Farkas & Schou, 2018). The way the legislators frame disinformation in their bills is rooted in a deeper political struggle about truth during the government of right-wing President Jair Bolsonaro.

Brazil has a tradition of internet-related legislation and has been increasingly regulating disinformation (Keller, 2020). The Brazilian Civil Rights Framework for the Internet was approved in 2014 after almost seven years of multistakeholder debates where interested parties participated in public discussions. It was celebrated as one of the most innovative and human rights-oriented internet regulations in the world and represents a milestone of global internet governance (Rossini et al., 2015;
Segurado, 2019). Brazilian internet-related regulation tends to impact international debates, and so may be the case of Brazilian disinformation regulation.

Disinformation tactics were deeply embedded in the 2018 election campaign of populist right-wing President Jair Bolsonaro (Baptista et al., 2019; dos Santos et al., 2019; Recuero & Gruzd, 2019). Bolsonaro holds a digital media apparatus that includes WhatsApp/Telegram supporter groups that is employed as a discursive mobilization mechanism. The content and frames that are posted and spread through this apparatus constitute a political tactic intended to influence people and build hegemony around Bolsonaro, thus asserting his political dominance (Cesarino, 2020). His populism spread across his supporters’ practices over digital media, furthering the polarization of social media discourse. Bolsonaro’s success is directly connected to his communication campaign based on the intense use of social media, especially through micro-targeting campaigns under the direct and indirect guidance of Bolsonaro’s administration (Cesarino, 2020; dos Santos et al., 2019; Evangelista & Bruno, 2018).

Disinformation was also a prominent topic during the COVID-19 pandemic, a time in which many online posts spread false and inaccurate information about the disease in the country (de Sousa Júnior et al., 2020). Such information was validated by politicians and governmental authorities attached to the Bolsonaro administration (Recuero & Soares, 2021). During the pandemic, health disinformation circulated more among radical right-wing groups of Bolsonaro’s supporters rather than any other political groups (Recuero et al., 2021; Soares et al., 2020). Far-right discourse around the pandemic framed COVID-19 as a political rather than a public health issue, with Bolsonaro’s supporters spreading disinformation about the disease to support the president’s polarizing health decisions about the pandemic (Soares et al., 2021).

Disinformation is connected to partisanship, as support for a certain political figure may be a strong motivator for spreading disinformation, fostering an “evil” versus “good” environment (Soares et al., 2021). The response to disinformation from lawmakers reflects the interconnectedness between disinformation and partisanship. For instance, many bills about disinformation created by lawmakers opposing Bolsonaro’s administration are aimed at problems connected to Bolsonaro’s use of digital media, with a focus on health and government-led disinformation. Dealing with these specific disinformation problems is important, but the nature of how to do so varies, including regulating social media platforms or fostering digital literacy programs. For example, lawmakers opposing Bolsonaro’s administration proposed the greatest number of penal solutions. Still, initiatives focused on criminalization tend to reinforce a polarizing narrative of “us” versus “them, the criminals.”

Moreover, legislators from parties aligned with Bolsonaro proposed bills tackling general disinformation mainly through remedies that dealt with how internet platforms work. The remedies were framed especially in terms of assuring freedom of expression and/or limiting anonymity online. Such platform regulation initiatives feed from and add to Bolsonaro’s digital populist characteristics (Cesarino, 2020), also fostering polarizing narratives.

Only about 1% of all bills introduced in the Brazilian legislative branch eventually became law (Marcelino & Helfstein, 2019). During the completion of this study, none of the 62 bills were turned into de jure policies. The problems and remedies I uncovered in this study make visible the political disputes around what disinformation is and what should be done about it from within policy documents. Research on disinformation policies might focus on disinformation effects and political disputes throughout the policymaking processes. I focused on mapping the discourses and symbolic dimensions around disinformation in the bills, which helps researchers and policymakers calibrate expectations and guide future policies on the issue.

In this study, I examined the ways that legislators perceived and conceptualized disinformation and tried to remedy it, implicitly or explicitly, according to their alignment with Bolsonaro’s political identity and ideology. I found that if they opposed Bolsonaro, they tended to tailor their strategies under punitive lenses, and if they favored him, they aimed to regulate internet platforms to ensure and protect specific
political discourses, potentially those aligned to Bolsonaro’s digital populism strategies. Previous research has shown that support for Bolsonaro was a strong motivator for disinformation circulation in Brazil (Soares et al., 2021). Similarly, partisanship, manifested through alignment to the Bolsonaro administration, also influenced disinformation regulation.

**Evidence**

Bolsonaro’s opponents were the lawmakers who proposed the highest number of disinformation bills (35 in total), even though opposing parties have not made up the majority of the politicians in the Chamber of Deputies since 2018. Neutral parties have the most representatives, followed by the opposition, and then by Bolsonaro’s supporters. Neutral parties created 29 bills, of which 7 came from a single representative, Alexandre Frota, a polemic politician who publicly accused Bolsonaro’s sons of creating disinformation campaigns for their father (Bomfim, 2020). Supporters created 11 bills. Two bills had more than one author whose parties had contrasting standings about Bolsonaro. They were labeled “multiparty.”

I identified how lawmakers framed disinformation in different problems and remedies. From a public policy perspective, frames are interpretations that tell “what needs fixing, and how it might be fixed” (Rein & Schön, 1996, p. 89). I found that general disinformation was the most cited problem among lawmakers (see Figure 1). In these cases, legislators did not identify a specific problem related to disinformation. They used general terms such as fake news and tried to tackle all problems at once. Health-related disinformation was the second most cited problem. These bills mainly tackled disinformation around the efficacy of the COVID-19 vaccines, the proposal of unscientific health treatments, or the dismissal of guidelines from national and international health authorities. Defamation and hate speech was the third most cited problem, followed closely by election- and government-related disinformation, both usually related to misinformative practices seen during the campaign of Jair Bolsonaro for the 2018 election and the administration’s communication efforts about COVID-19.

![Figure 1. The number of bills according to party affiliation and disinformation problem. Problems identified are not mutually exclusive.](image-url)
Although many of the bills focused on specific problems, the majority of these policy documents lack clear definitions of disinformation. Moreover, some lawmakers mixed disinformation problems with other issues such as framing disinformation as defamation and hate speech. For instance, bill 241/2019 from a neutral party states that “the purpose of this proposition is to protect the subjective honor of people who are attacked every day through the internet.” When disinformation becomes a matter of subjective honor, defining the contours of what behavior is being targeted is more difficult. Authoritarian and surveilling measures, for example, may hide under the argument of tackling disinformation and elevating truth (Farkas & Schou, 2019).

The lawmakers’ preferred solution to disinformation was criminalization, turning the act of creating or spreading disinformation into a crime punishable under the country’s federal penal code. Such a preference prevailed especially among parties opposing or neutral to Bolsonaro. Platform regulation came thereafter. Remedies under this category included provisions that relate to how internet platforms work in Brazil. For example, some tried to end intermediary liability, proposed content moderation guidelines, or changed requirements for the creation of social media accounts (e.g., requiring the equivalent of a social security number to avoid anonymity online). Bills labeled under sanction mainly proposed fines for creating and spreading disinformation. Digital literacy bills proposed public awareness campaigns. Other solutions included miscellaneous things such as prohibiting governmental agencies from advertising on media known to spread disinformation or compelling news organizations to always disclose the names of journalists responsible for their publications.

When comparing the legislators’ problem identification and their proposed treatments (Figure 3), we see that penal remedies were especially popular on bills about COVID-19 and vaccine-related disinformation. Crises are fertile ground for disputes between frames and counter-frames (i.e., between interpretations and opposing interpretations of certain realities) concerning the nature and severity of a crisis, its causes,
who is responsible for its occurrence or escalation, and what comes next (Boin et al., 2009). The Covid-19 crisis and the communication campaigns about the disease carried out by the Bolsonaro government stimulated the creation of bills tackling both health- and government-related disinformation.

Such measures were embedded in the political dispute against Bolsonaro’s supporters. In bill 1068/2020 from an opposing party, for instance, the legislators are clear in stating their intent to “punish exemplarily” (author’s translation) those who put the health of the entire population at risk by spreading disinformation, especially when misinformation communication comes from public authorities.

**Figure 3. Relationship between disinformation problems and treatment recommendation.**

Bolsonaro’s opponents were the ones mostly concerned with health and governmental disinformation and who proposed criminalization remedies as solutions. The target of such bills, under the legislators’ understanding, would be malicious actors that were usually seen to be Bolsonaro’s supporters. It is the legislators’ diagnostic that those engaging in disinformation are Bolsonaro’s supporters who take part, voluntarily or involuntarily, in his political tactic of spreading misleading content to strengthen his figure and leadership while advancing his ideology. When the problem was identified as general disinformation, platform regulation was the most common solution.

**Methods**

To create the dataset, I searched the web archives of the Brazilian Chamber of Deputies (Câmara dos Deputados) for the Portuguese word equivalent to disinformation, “desinformação,” considering all bills introduced between January 1, 2019, and December 31, 2022. The time frame coincides with the duration

---

2 Each bill can have more than one problem and treatment recommendation. Therefore, the total numbers of problems (left side of the figure) and treatment (right side) are not the same. For that reason, the Sankey diagram turns visible the relationship between the problems lawmakers identified and the recommended treatment, but not through absolute numbers.
of the Bolsonaro administration. This search limits this study to bills that mention the word “desinformação” or that were labeled by the Chamber of Deputies as dealing with disinformation.

I labeled the bills by the lawmaker’s party affiliation. Brazilian democracy is a multiparty system. In the 2018 elections, thirty parties got at least one politician elected to the Chamber of Deputies. I classified parties according to their endorsement in the 2018 presidential race. I labeled parties that openly supported Bolsonaro as “supporters.” Those who opposed him and openly advocated for the candidacy of Fernando Haddad from the Workers’ Party (Partido dos Trabalhadores) were labeled “opposers.” Parties labeled as “neutral” did not manifest their standing, explicitly said, they were neutral, or dismissed their affiliated politicians to endorse whatever candidate they preferred. I turned to news pieces that assembled the parties’ stance on the presidential elections to classify parties on this study’s database (Bertoni, 2018; “Posição dos partidos,” 2018). Throughout Bolsonaro’s administration, parties oscillated in their alignment with the government. Such oscillation is common in multiparty systems, especially in the Brazilian political model that researchers usually refer to as Coalitional Presidentialism (Abranches, 2018; Limongi & Figueiredo, 1998). Neutral parties, for example, sometimes moved closer to or farther from Bolsonaro during his administration. The decision to label parties according to their alignment with Bolsonaro at the moment of his election allowed me to pin down a time when parties were explicit and fixed on their stance.

I removed from the dataset bills that were pulled out from the legislative process by the legislators themselves and those labeled in the web archives as “desinformação,” but did not deal with disinformation as commonly identified in the literature (e.g., bills about ideological falsehood in identification documents). The remaining 62 bills were coded based on Entman’s (1993) definition of framing. In a communicative text, such as a bill of law, one chooses some aspects of reality over others, making them more salient, “in such a way as to promote a particular problem definition, causal interpretation, moral evaluation, and/or treatment recommendation for the item described” (Entman, 1993, p. 52).

To identify the frames in the disinformation bills, I followed an elaborative top-down coding approach (Saldaña, 2008). I read through the bills and identified the overall problems legislators were trying to address as well as the treatment recommendations they had for each. After this deductive process of listing and classifying problems and treatments, I searched for patterned codes and found emergent discourses. I then merged similar problems and treatments under codes to offer a concise overview of the bills. The software NVivo was used to facilitate data coding and qualitative analysis. Table 1 in the Appendix is a codebook with examples of bills for each problem and treatment recommendation.

A second researcher, knowledgeable both in political communication and Portuguese, coded a random sample of half of the data set (31 bills) according to the codebook. The researcher was given access to the codebook and a brief explanation of each code. Following best practices on intercoder reliability reporting (Cheung & Tai, 2021; Coleman et al., 2024), I calculated the percentage of agreement by adding the rates that the independent researcher and I agreed upon and dividing it by the total number of ratings. We reached 86% of agreement.³

In Brazil, all bills have a legislative intent and share a similar layout. First, lawmakers introduce the provision proposed. This part may eventually become law. Then, they offer a justification for the importance of their bill. To understand the rationale of a legislator in their bill of law, I analyzed and coded both the solution being proposed and the argumentation behind it. In the coding process, a single bill can

³Some studies that rely on qualitative coding report their intercoder reliability by using protocols such as Cohen’s kappa. However, a simple agreement percentage (total of agreements divided by the total of assessments) is appropriate for a small dataset and a study with different numbers of codes for each category (e.g., problem and remedy).
be categorized as having more than one problem and one treatment recommendation. The frames are not mutually exclusive.

Limitations and future agenda

The Brazilian federal legislative branch, called the National Congress (Congresso Nacional), follows a bicameral model. Bills from the Federal Senate (Senado Federal) database were not considered in this analysis. At the Federal Senate, elections are staggered so that either a third or two-thirds of senators’ seats are up for election every four years. At the Chamber of Deputies, however, all seats are open for election every four years. In this article, I look at a single place in time—the Bolsonaro administration and focused on the Chamber of Deputies to analyze bills from lawmakers who engaged and got elected in said cycle. Future research could expand the scope of the study to address how other lawmakers, including senators who were not elected in the same cycle as Bolsonaro, framed disinformation. Moreover, this study focuses on frames around disinformation alone. Future studies could map out other terms and expressions lawmakers are employing to deal with disinformation-related problems.
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Appendix: Codes with examples

Below is the complete list of codes used in this research. The codes are divided by problem definition and treatment recommendation. There is an excerpt from a bill that exemplifies what types of bills were classified according to each code.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem</th>
<th>Codes</th>
<th>Bill excerpt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Health disinformation</td>
<td>Bill 3131/2020</td>
<td>“Although the topic has become popular among political disputes, fake news unfortunately also captured the public health agenda at a time of a serious illness, COVID-19. Fake news in health issues, at this delicate moment in national life, deprives citizens of their informative self-determination, puts people’s health at risk—as it impedes access to news with scientific support—and subjects the general population to vested interests.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General disinformation</td>
<td>Bill 1974/2019</td>
<td>(this bill) “Establishes a National Week to combat Fake News, to be celebrated annually throughout the national territory in the first week of April, creates the National Day to combat Fake News, to be celebrated every April 1st, and provides other measures.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defamation &amp; Hate speech</td>
<td>Bill 2390/2021</td>
<td>“The Federal Supreme Court did not approve the ‘right to be forgotten’ proposal, as not to violate freedom of expression, but it is necessary to legally guarantee the right to repair, correct, and rectify information for victims of fake news or erroneous and outdated news, both in the vehicle of original publication and in subsequent ones, to ensure that users who are impacted by erroneous or outdated news also find updated information, guaranteeing them the right to rapid reparation.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government disinformation</td>
<td>Bill 4027/2020</td>
<td>(this bill) “Amends Law Nº 12.232, of April 29, 2020, to prevent governmental advertising in media outlets that propagate fake news.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Election disinformation</td>
<td>Bill 5347/2020</td>
<td>(this bill) “Creates the Law to Combat Disinformation during Elections.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment</td>
<td>Criminalization</td>
<td>“This bill turns into a crime the act of promoting or sharing false news on the world wide web, to combat this harmful practice.” (Prison sentence of 2 to 8 months and payment of R$ 1,500 to 4,000 days-fine.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Digital literacy**  
**Bill 2854/2020** | (this bill authorizes) “The Executive Branch to create a Fund to Combat False Information, for which fines collected will be reversed into actions to combat the publication of false news and the establishment of awareness campaigns (on the issue).” |
| **Platform regulation**  
**Bill 2601/2019** | (in this bill) “We added an article to the Civil Rights Framework for the Internet–Marco Civil–to establish liability between the person who produces or disseminates false content and the Internet provider who, after due notification of the existence of false or misleading news, fails to remove such content diligently, within the scope and technical limits of its service.” |
| **Sanction**  
**Bill 1941/2020** | (this bill) “Establishes a fine as a penalty for anyone who intentionally disseminates fake news about epidemics, pandemics, or social events that characterize tragedies or public calamities in the national territory via electronic, telematic, digital, written, television, or radio media.” |
| **Others**  
**Bill 4260/2020** | “We propose that during elections it is prohibited to suspend or reduce the quality of Internet service plans. This measure aims to guarantee voters full access to information about elections, something essential for the full exercise of the right to a conscious and well-informed vote.” |

*Note: The author translated the bills’ excerpts into English.*